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Every bell in our neighbourhood 
Sadly ringing / ringing/ 
You can hear people crying out:“King has died“ 
/ Oh why, he died/ 
Why can’t we stop the time 
If we could, it’d be fine 
There in shadow of walls 
Was just commited crime 

One of royal pages 
Seems that hasn’t sleep for ages 
a He’s terrified ‘cos king´s gone off stage 
And he had seen someone 
Who had given the king poison 
Never know what’s gonna 

Be when you’re a page 

Every bell in our neighbourhood 
Sadly ringing 
/ringing/ 
Telling everyone that our king passed away 
/ passed away/ 
Everyone is surprised 
‘cos he was full of life 
He will be kept in our minds 
Why did he have to die? 

One of royal pages 
Will probably never bear this [probly] 
He is terrified ‘cos king´s gone off stage 

And he had seen someone 
Who had given the king poison 
Tell me what can you do 
When you’re a page 

Lord, you know who is right 
Lord, you should stop the fight 
You’re the one who can help 
cWhy’ s the killer alive 
And my king is dead? 

Going where I long to 
I search someone to trust to 
Wanna find 
A safe place to stay 
Going where I thirst to 
I search someone to trust to 
He must be here or far far away 

/I’m/ never gonna bear this 
There must be some justice 
Wanna find 
A safe place to stay 
/I’m/ never gonna bear this 



There must be some justice 
There must be a safe place to stay 

Now he ’s here in prison 
Why he never took the poison 
All can happen 
When you´re a page
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